Fifth Sunday of Easter
10:30 am, May 15, 2022
501 South Phoenix Avenue • Russellville, AR 72801
(479) 968-3622
www.allsaintsrussellville.net
Wherever you are on your spiritual journey, All Saints’ welcomes you.
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The Office of Morning Prayer

Prelude

Prelude for Organ (Fanny Mendelssohn)

Processional Hymn:

Hymnal #304
“I come with joy to meet my Lord”

Officiant: On this day the Lord has acted, we will rejoice and be glad in it.
(Psalm 118:24)
Confession of Sin
Officiant
Let us confess against God and our neighbor.
Silence may be kept.
Officiant and People together, all kneeling
Most merciful God,
we confess that we have sinned against you
in thought, word, and deed,
by what we have done,
and by what we have left undone.
We have not loved you with our whole heart;
we have not loved our neighbors as ourselves.
We are truly sorry and we humbly repent.
For the sake of your Son Jesus Christ,
have mercy on us and forgive us;
that we may delight in your will,
and walk in your ways,
to the glory of your Name. Amen.
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Officiant and people remain kneeling.
Officiant (+)Almighty God have mercy on us, forgive us all our sins
through our Lord Jesus Christ, strengthen us in all
goodness, and by the power of the Holy Spirit keep us in eternal life. Amen.

The Invitatory and Psalter
All stand
Officiant O Lord, open our lips.
People
And our mouth shall proclaim your praise.
Officiant and People
(+) Glory to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Spirit: as it was in
the beginning, is now, and ever shall be, world without end. Amen.
Alleluia.
Officiant Alleluia. The Lord is risen indeed: Come let us adore him. Alleluia.
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Please be seated.
Christ our Passover
Alleluia.
Christ our Passover has been sacrificed for us;
therefore let us keep the feast,
Not with the old leaven, the leaven of malice and evil,
but with the unleavened bread of sincerity and truth. Alleluia.
Christ being raised from the dead will never die again;
death no longer has dominion over him.
The death that he died, he died to sin, once for all;
but the life he lives, he lives to God.
So also consider yourselves dead to sin,
and alive to God in Jesus Christ our Lord. Alleluia.
Christ has been raised from the dead,
the first fruits of those who have fallen asleep.
For since by a man came death,
by a man has come also the resurrection of the dead.
For as in Adam all die,
so also in Christ shall all be made alive. Alleluia.
Please remain seated.
Psalm 148 (read responsively by full verse)
1 Hallelujah!
Praise the LORD from the heavens; *
praise him in the heights.
2 Praise him, all you angels of his; *
praise him, all his host.
3 Praise him, sun and moon; *
praise him, all you shining stars.
4 Praise him, heaven of heavens, *
and you waters above the heavens.
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5 Let them praise the Name of the LORD; *
for he commanded, and they were created.
6 He made them stand fast for ever and ever; *
he gave them a law which shall not pass away.
7 Praise the LORD from the earth, *
you sea-monsters and all deeps;
8 Fire and hail, snow and fog, *
tempestuous wind, doing his will;
9 Mountains and all hills, *
fruit trees and all cedars;
10 Wild beasts and all cattle, *
creeping things and winged birds;
11 Kings of the earth and all peoples, *
princes and all rulers of the world;
12 Young men and maidens, *
old and young together.
13 Let them praise the Name of the LORD, *
for his Name only is exalted,
his splendor is over earth and heaven.
14 He has raised up strength for his people
and praise for all his loyal servants, *
the children of Israel, a people who are near him.
Hallelujah!
စံးထ ီၣ်ပတ

ြၢၤ 148:1

1 စံးထ ီၣ်ပတတ ြၢၤယြၢၤတက ီၣ်. တ ီၣ်အ ီၣ်လ မူခ ီၣ်သ ီၣ်ဧ , စံးထ ီၣ်ပတတ ြၢၤယြၢၤတက ီၣ်. တ ီၣ်အ လ
ီၣ်
တ ီၣ်ထ ီၣ်ထ
သ ီၣ်ဧ , စံးထ ီၣ်ပတတ ြၢၤအြၢၤတက ီၣ်.
2 အကလံးခဲလ ီၣ် သ ီၣ်ဧ , စံးထ ီၣ်ပတ
စံးထ ီၣ်ပတ

ြၢၤအြၢၤ

ြၢၤအြၢၤ

က ီၣ်. အသံးမ ီၣ်ဂြၢၤမ ီၣ်ခဲ လ ီၣ်သ ီၣ်ဧ ,

က ီၣ်.

3 မ ီၣ်ဒံးလါ သ ီၣ်ဧ , စံးထ ီၣ်ပတတ ြၢၤအြၢၤတက ီၣ်. တ ီၣ်ကပြၢၤအဆ ီၣ် ဧြၢၤဖဧြၢၤခဲလ ီၣ်သ ဧ
ီၣ် ,
စံးထ ီၣ်ပတတ ြၢၤအြၢၤတက ီၣ်.
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4 မ ခ ီၣ်အထက

ီၣ် တ
ီၣ်, ဒံးထဧြၢၤနဧြၢၤအ ီၣ်လ မခ ီၣ်အဖခ ီၣ် သ ီၣ်ဧ , စံးထ ပ

ြၢၤအြၢၤ

က ီၣ်.

5 မီၣ်အစံးထ ီၣ်ပ တတ ြၢၤယြၢၤအမြၢၤတက ီၣ်. အဂ ီၣ်ဒီၣ်အြၢၤ, မြၢၤလ ီၣ်ဝဲ, ဒံးအ ဝဲသ ီၣ်ကဲထ ီၣ်လြၢၤ.
6 ဒံးမြၢၤဂ ီၣ်မြၢၤက ြၢၤအြၢၤလြၢၤစြၢၤလြၢၤ ထ, ပ ီၣ်လြၢၤ

ီၣ်မြၢၤလ ီၣ်လ ပြၢၤ

လ ီၣ်သ ီၣ်ခါပ

ီၣ် ဘ ီၣ်ဝဘ
ဲ
ီၣ်.

7 မီၣ်တ ီၣ်စံးထ ီၣ်ပတတ ြၢၤယြၢၤလ ဟ ီၣ်ခ ီၣ်တက ီၣ်. ပယြၢၤ ဒံးကယဲ ီၣ်ထယ ီၣ်ပူြၢၤ,
8 မ ီၣ်အဒံးသ ီၣ်, မခ ီၣ်ဖဒံး

ီၣ်အ ဘ ီၣ်, ကလြၢၤမ ီၣ်လ အမြၢၤဖဲဒ ီၣ်အ

ီၣ်မြၢၤလ ီၣ်,

9 ကစ ီၣ် ကလဒံးကယဲ ီၣ်တ ီၣ်စခ ီၣ်, သ ီၣ်လ အသ ီၣ်ထ ီၣ်ဒံးက ယဲ ီၣ်သ ီၣ်ဆအရံး
10 ဆ ီၣ်ဖက ီၣ်ဖအမြၢၤဒံး ဆ ီၣ်ဖက ီၣ်ဖအ ဒ ,

ီၣ်လ အစါဒံးထ ီၣ်လ အယြၢၤ,

11 ဟ ီၣ်ခ ီၣ်အစြၢၤပြၢၤ ဒံးပြၢၤအကလ ီၣ်ခဲလ ီၣ်, ပဒ ီၣ်ဖံးဒ ီၣ်ဒံးဟ ီၣ်ခ ီၣ်အပြၢၤစ ီၣ် ည ီၣ်က ီၣ်,
12 ပြၢၤဖ ီၣ်သ ီၣ်ခါဒံးပြၢၤမ ီၣ်ကနြၢၤ, ပြၢၤသံးပ ီၣ်ဒံး ပြၢၤဖသ ီၣ်သ ီၣ်

ဖ ီၣ်မန ီၣ်,

13 မီၣ်အစံးထ ီၣ်ပတတ ြၢၤယြၢၤအ မြၢၤတက ီၣ်. အဂ ီၣ်ဒီၣ်အြၢၤ, တ ီၣ်ပ ီၣ်ထ ီၣ်ထထဲအဝဲဒ ီၣ်အ မြၢၤဧြၢၤန လ
ီၣ် ြၢၤ.
အလြၢၤကပြၢၤအ ီၣ်ဝဲလ မူခ ီၣ်ဒံးဟ ီၣ်ခ ီၣ် အဖခ ီၣ်လြၢၤ. စံးထ ီၣ်ပတတ ြၢၤယြၢၤတက ီၣ်.
14 ဒံးပ ီၣ်ဝဲလ အပြၢၤဂ ီၣ်မ ီၣ်အန ြၢၤလ
ပြၢၤ

ီၣ်ထ ီၣ်ထ, ပြၢၤစဆ ခဲလ ီၣ်အ

ကလ ီၣ်အ ီၣ်ဘံးဒံးအြၢၤလြၢၤ.စံးထ ီၣ်ပတ

ြၢၤယြၢၤ

ီၣ်စံးထ ီၣ်ပတ

ြၢၤ, ပြၢၤအ ီၣ်စရလံးဖ,

က ီၣ်.

The First Lesson
Lector

A reading from Acts.

Acts 11:1-18

Now the apostles and the believers who were in Judea heard that the Gentiles had also
accepted the word of God. So when Peter went up to Jerusalem, the circumcised believers
criticized him, saying, "Why did you go to uncircumcised men and eat with them?" Then
Peter began to explain it to them, step by step, saying, "I was in the city of Joppa praying,
and in a trance I saw a vision. There was something like a large sheet coming down from
heaven, being lowered by its four corners; and it came close to me. As I looked at it
closely I saw four-footed animals, beasts of prey, reptiles, and birds of the air. I also
heard a voice saying to me, `Get up, Peter; kill and eat.' But I replied, `By no means,
Lord; for nothing profane or unclean has ever entered my mouth.' But a second time the
voice answered from heaven, `What God has made clean, you must not call profane.' This
happened three times; then everything was pulled up again to heaven. At that very
moment three men, sent to me from Caesarea, arrived at the house where we were. The
Spirit told me to go with them and not to make a distinction between them and us. These
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six brothers also accompanied me, and we entered the man's house. He told us how he
had seen the angel standing in his house and saying, `Send to Joppa and bring Simon,
who is called Peter; he will give you a message by which you and your entire household
will be saved.' And as I began to speak, the Holy Spirit fell upon them just as it had upon
us at the beginning. And I remembered the word of the Lord, how he had said, `John
baptized with water, but you will be baptized with the Holy Spirit.' If then God gave them
the same gift that he gave us when we believed in the Lord Jesus Christ, who was I that I
could hinder God?" When they heard this, they were silenced. And they praised God,
saying, "Then God has given even to the Gentiles the repentance that leads to life."
Lector
People
ပြၢၤ

The Word of the Lord.
Thanks be to God.

ီၣ်မ ဖအမြၢၤ

ီၣ်. 11:1-18

ဒံးပြၢၤတ ီၣ်မ ဖ, ဒံးပြၢၤဒပ ီၣ်ဝဲ ီၣ်အ လ
ီၣ် က ီၣ်ယူဒြၢၤဒက ီၣ် ညါန ီၣ်ဟူဝဲလ ပြၢၤကလ ီၣ်တဖ ီၣ်ဒံးန ီၣ် ယြၢၤအကလ ီၣ်အ
ကထါလြၢၤ. 2 ဒံးတြၢၤစြၢၤပံးတရူ ံးလဲြၢၤထ ီၣ်ဆူယရူ ြၢၤၡလ ီၣ် ဒံး, ပြၢၤဒံးတ ီၣ်ကူံးတရံးတဖ ီၣ်, ဂ ီၣ်လ ဘ
ီၣ် လ ီၣ်ဒံးအြၢၤ,3 ဒံးစံးဝဲဒ ီၣ်, နဲဒ အ
ီၣ် ြၢၤနလဲြၢၤန ီၣ်ဆူပြၢၤလ အတဒံးဘ ီၣ်တ ီၣ်ကူံးတရံးဘ ီၣ်တဖ ီၣ်အအ ီၣ်,
ဒံးနအ ီၣ်ဃ မ
ီၣ် ံးအြၢၤလဲ ီၣ်,4 ဒံးစြၢၤပံးတရူ ံး စံးဘ ီၣ်တဲဘ အ
ီၣ် ြၢၤ တမြၢၤစဲတမြၢၤဒံးစံးဝဲ ဒ ,ီၣ် 5 ယဲဒ ီၣ်အြၢၤယအ ီၣ်လ ဝ ီၣ်ယြၢၤဖြၢၤအပူြၢၤ,
ဒံးယဘါ ထကဖ ီၣ်တ ီၣ်, ဒံးလ တ ီၣ်ထ ီၣ်တ ီၣ် လ ညါခအပူြၢၤန ီၣ်, ယထ ီၣ်သပ ြၢၤလြၢၤဂ ီၣ်
ယ ီၣ်ဖံးဒ ီၣ်တဘ ီၣ်စဲြၢၤလြၢၤအသံး လ မူခ ီၣ်လ အန ီၣ်လ ီၣ်န ီၣ်, ဒံးဟဲလြၢၤဆူယအ ီၣ်လြၢၤ.6 ဒံးယက ီၣ်ဆကမ ီၣ်အြၢၤလြၢၤတ ီၣ်လြၢၤဆဲံး, ယထ ီၣ်တ ီၣ်အ ီၣ် ဒံးအခ ီၣ်လ ီၣ်ခလ ဟ ီၣ်ခ ီၣ်ခ , ဒံးတ ီၣ်မြၢၤလ ီၣ်,
ဒံးတ ီၣ်ဖ ဃ ီၣ်, ဒံးထ ီၣ်ဧြၢၤလ ီၣ်ဧြၢၤလ မူကပ ီၣ်လြၢၤန ီၣ်လြၢၤ. 7 ဒံးယ န ီၣ်ဟူ တ ီၣ်အကလ ီၣ်သ ီၣ်ဒံးစံးဘ ီၣ်ယြၢၤ,
စြၢၤပံးတရူ ံးဧ , ဂဲြၢၤဆ ထ ီၣ်မြၢၤသတ ီၣ်, ဒံးအ တ
ီၣ် ီၣ်တက ီၣ်. 8 ဒံးယစံး, ကစ ီၣ်ဧ , မီၣ်အသတမြၢၤအသံးဒီၣ်န ီၣ်တဂြၢၤ.
အဂ ီၣ်ဒီၣ်အြၢၤ, တ ီၣ်တစတဆဘ ,ီၣ် ဒံးတ ီၣ်တကဆဘ ီၣ်န ီၣ်, တဟဲန ီၣ်
ဘ ီၣ်လ ယက ီၣ်ပူြၢၤနတစဘ လ
ီၣ် ြၢၤ. 9 ဒံးတ ီၣ်အကလ ီၣ်က တြၢၤဆ ယြၢၤလ မူခ ီၣ်ပဲြၢၤထ ီၣ်ခစတစ,
တ ီၣ်လ ယြၢၤမြၢၤက ဆန ,ီၣ် သတပ ီၣ်လ တ ီၣ်တစတဆဘ တ
ီၣ် ဂြၢၤ. 10 ဒံးတ ီၣ် မြၢၤအသံးဒီၣ်န ီၣ်သ စဒံး,
တ ီၣ်ခဲလ ီၣ်ဘ ီၣ်တ ီၣ်ထံးထ ီၣ်ကြၢၤ အသံးဆူမူခ ီၣ်လြၢၤ.
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11 ဒံးက ီၣ်က ီၣ်, ပြၢၤသ ဂြၢၤလ တ ီၣ်မ လြၢၤအြၢၤလ ကဲြၢၤစါရြၢၤ ဆူယအ ီၣ်,
ဆ ထ ီၣ်တက ီၣ်ခါလ ဟ ီၣ်ဖဲယအ ီၣ်လ အ ပူြၢၤန ီၣ်အဃ ြၢၤလြၢၤ. 12 ဒံးသံးန ီၣ်စံးဘ ီၣ်ယြၢၤ, နသံးတဒဒ
ဘ ီၣ်ဒံးလဲြၢၤဒံးအြၢၤတက ီၣ်. ဒံးဒပ ီၣ်ဝဲ ီၣ်ဃဂြၢၤအြၢၤ လဲြၢၤန ီၣ် ဒံးယြၢၤဆူပြၢၤန ီၣ်အဟ ီၣ်ပူြၢၤလြၢၤ. 13 ဒံးအဝဲဒ ီၣ်န ီၣ်ဒံးနဲ ီၣ်ပြၢၤ
လ အထ ီၣ်ကလူံးတဂြၢၤ အ ဆ
ီၣ် ထ ီၣ်လ အဟ ီၣ်ပူြၢၤဒီၣ် လဲ ီၣ်ဒလ
ီၣ် ဲ ီၣ်, ဒံးစံးဘ ီၣ်အြၢၤ, မ ပြၢၤလဲြၢၤကံးန ီၣ်စြၢၤၡမ ီၣ်ကံး
ကြၢၤအမြၢၤသလ စြၢၤပံးတရူ ံး, လ ယြၢၤဖြၢၤအပူြၢၤတက ီၣ်.14 အဝဲဒ ီၣ်န ီၣ် ကစံးဘ ီၣ်တဘ
ဲ
ီၣ်နြၢၤလ တ ီၣ်ကတြၢၤလ အ ကအ ီၣ်ကြၢၤခ ီၣ်ကြၢၤနြၢၤ, ဒံးနပြၢၤဟ ီၣ်ဖခဲလ ီၣ်လြၢၤ.
15 ဒံးယစ ီၣ်တဲြၢၤတဲလြၢၤသတ ီၣ်အဖ မ ီၣ်ဒံး, သံးစဆလြၢၤ ဘ လ
ီၣ် အလြၢၤ, ဒီၣ်လ ပလြၢၤလ သအသံးန ီၣ် စ ီၣ်ကံး
လြၢၤ. 16 ဒံးယသ ီၣ်န ီၣ်ထ ီၣ်ကစ ီၣ်အတ ီၣ်ကတြၢၤလ အစံးဝဲ ဒ ,ီၣ် စြၢၤယြၢၤဟ ီၣ်ဘ *တ ီၣ်လ ထက ါလြၢၤ.
မမ ီၣ်သဝဲဒ ီၣ် အြၢၤ, သကဒံးဘ *သသံးလ သံးစဆလြၢၤ. 17 မြၢၤသံးဒီၣ် န ဒ
ီၣ် ံး,
ယြၢၤမ ီၣ်ဟ ီၣ်လြၢၤစ ီၣ်ကံးအတ ီၣ်ဟ ီၣ်လ အြၢၤ ဒီၣ်အ ဟ ီၣ်လ ပဝဲဒ ီၣ်လ အစူ ီၣ်ကြၢၤန ီၣ်ကြၢၤ ကစ ီၣ်ယ ီၣ်ရ ံးခရ ီၣ် ဒံး,
ယမ ီၣ်မတြၢၤယဲလ ယကတတယြၢၤသတဂြၢၤလဲ ီၣ်.
18 ဒံးတြၢၤအဝဲသ ီၣ်န ီၣ်ဟူတ ီၣ်န ီၣ်ဒံး, အ ီၣ်ဘ က
ီၣ် လ ီၣ်, ဒံး စံးထ ီၣ်ပတတ ြၢၤယြၢၤ, ဒံးစံးဝဲဒ ီၣ်,
မ ီၣ်မံးယြၢၤဟ ီၣ်တ ီၣ်ပ ီၣ်ယ ီၣ် လြၢၤကြၢၤအသံးလ ပြၢၤကလ ီၣ်တဖ ,ီၣ် လ တ ီၣ်မူအဂ ီၣ်စ ီၣ် ကံးလြၢၤ.

The Second Lesson
Lector

Revelation 21:1-6

A reading from Revelation.

I saw a new heaven and a new earth; for the first heaven and the first earth had
passed away, and the sea was no more. And I saw the holy city, the new Jerusalem,
coming down out of heaven from God, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband.
And I heard a loud voice from the throne saying,
"See, the home of God is among mortals.
He will dwell with them as their God;
they will be his peoples,
and God himself will be with them;
he will wipe every tear from their eyes.
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Death will be no more;
mourning and crying and pain will be no more,
for the first things have passed away."
And the one who was seated on the throne said, "See, I am making all things new."
Also he said, "Write this, for these words are trustworthy and true." Then he said to
me, "It is done! I am the Alpha and the Omega, the beginning and the end. To the
thirsty I will give water as a gift from the spring of the water of life."
Lector
People
လ ီၣ်

The Word of the Lord.
Thanks be to God.

ီၣ်လ ီၣ်ဖ ါလ စြၢၤယြၢၤဟ ီၣ် 21:1-6

ဒံးယထ ီၣ်မူခ ီၣ်အသ, ဒံးဟ ီၣ်ခ ီၣ်အသလြၢၤ. အဂ ီၣ်ဒီၣ် အြၢၤ, မူခ လ
ီၣ် အခ ီၣ်ထံး, ဒံးဟ ီၣ်ခ ီၣ်လ အခ ီၣ်ထံးန ီၣ်,
ပူြၢၤက ီၣ်လြၢၤ.ဒံးပ ီၣ်လဲ ီၣ်တအ လ
ီၣ် ြၢၤဘ ီၣ်.
2 ဒံးယထ ီၣ်ဝ ီၣ်စဆ, ယရူ ြၢၤၡလ ီၣ်အသ,အ က
ီၣ် တဲ ီၣ်က တြၢၤအသံးဒီၣ်တလံးမူံးပ ီၣ်မ ီၣ်
ကယ ကယဲအသံးလ အ ဝြၢၤအဂ ီၣ်အသံးန ီၣ်, ဟဲလြၢၤလ ယြၢၤအအ ီၣ်လ မူခ ီၣ်လြၢၤ.
3 ဒံးယန ီၣ်ဟူတ ီၣ်ကလ ီၣ်သ ီၣ်ဖံးဒ ီၣ်လ မူခ ီၣ်စံးဝဲဒ ီၣ်, က ီၣ် က ီၣ်,ယြၢၤအဒဲအ ဒ
ီၣ် ံးပြၢၤကည,
ဒံးကစ ီၣ်ကအ ီၣ်ဝဆ
ဲ ံးဝဲဒံး အြၢၤ, ဒံးအဝဲသ ီၣ်ကမ ီၣ်အပြၢၤဂ ီၣ်မ ီၣ်,ဒံးယြၢၤအကစ ီၣ်ဒ ီၣ်ဝဲ
ကအ ီၣ်ဒံးအြၢၤ,ဒံးကကဲထ ီၣ်အကစ ီၣ်လြၢၤ. 4 ဒံးယြၢၤကထါ က အ
ီၣ် မဲ ီၣ်ထခဲလ ီၣ်လ အမဲ ီၣ်, (ၡါ.၂၅ံး၈),ဒံးတ ီၣ်သ
တအ ီၣ်လ ြၢၤဘ ီၣ်, ဒံးတ ီၣ်သူ အ
ီၣ် ံးသံးအံးတအ ီၣ်လ ြၢၤ ဘ ,ီၣ် ဒံးတ ီၣ်ဟ ီၣ်တ ီၣ်ယ ြၢၤတအ ီၣ်လ ြၢၤဘ ီၣ်,ဒံးတ ီၣ်ဘံး
သူ ီၣ်ဘံးသံးတအ ီၣ်လ ြၢၤဘ ီၣ်. အဂ ီၣ်ဒီၣ်အြၢၤ,တ ီၣ်အ ီၣ်လ အခ ီၣ်ထံးတဖ ီၣ်ပူြၢၤက ီၣ်လ. 5 ဒံးပြၢၤဆ ီၣ်နြၢၤလ လ ီၣ်ပစ ီၣ်
အဖခ ီၣ်တဂြၢၤန ီၣ်စံးဝဲဒ ီၣ်, က ီၣ်က ီၣ်, ယမြၢၤတ ီၣ်အသခဲ လ ီၣ်လြၢၤ.ဒံးစံးဘ ီၣ်ယြၢၤ, ကဲံးတ ီၣ်တက ီၣ်. အဂ ီၣ်ဒီၣ်အြၢၤ,
တ ီၣ်ကတြၢၤအြၢၤမ ီၣ်အမ ီၣ်အတ,ဒံးအကလ ီၣ်တလြၢၤ.
6 ဒံးစံးဘ ယ
ီၣ် ြၢၤ, တ ီၣ်မြၢၤလအသံးလ.ယမ ီၣ်က,ဒံးဧ,အ ခ ီၣ်ထံးဒံးအကတ ီၣ်လြၢၤ. ပြၢၤလ တ ီၣ်သူအသံးလ ထ,
ယကဟ ီၣ်ကလအြၢၤလ ထမူထ ီၣ်ပ ီၣ်န ီၣ်လြၢၤ.
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The Gospel
Please stand for the reading of the Gospel.
Lector

A reading from John.

John 13:31-35

At the last supper, when Judas had gone out, Jesus said, "Now the Son of Man has
been glorified, and God has been glorified in him. If God has been glorified in him,
God will also glorify him in himself and will glorify him at once. Little children, I
am with you only a little longer. You will look for me; and as I said to the Jews so
now I say to you, 'Where I am going, you cannot come.' I give you a new
commandment, that you love one another. Just as I have loved you, you also should
love one another. By this everyone will know that you are my disciples, if you have
love for one another."
Lector
People

The Word of the Lord.
Thanks be to God.

ၢ ၢီၣ်သံးခအကစ ီၣ်ဒစ
ီၣ် ြၢၤယြၢၤဟ ီၣ်ကံးဲ ဝဲအသံးန ီၣ်. 13:31-35
31 မြၢၤသံးဒီၣ်န ီၣ်ဒံးတြၢၤအဟံးထ ီၣ်ဒံး, ယ ီၣ်ရ ံးစံးဝဲဒ ီၣ်, ပြၢၤ ကညဖခါအလြၢၤကပြၢၤအ ီၣ်ဖ ါထ ီၣ်ဝဲခဲကန ီၣ်အြၢၤ,
ဒံးယြၢၤ အလြၢၤကပြၢၤအ ီၣ်ဖ ါထ ီၣ်စ ီၣ်ကံးလ အပူြၢၤလြၢၤ. 32 (ယြၢၤအ လြၢၤကပြၢၤမ ီၣ်အ ီၣ်ဖ ါထ လ
ီၣ် အပူြၢၤ) ဒံး,
ယြၢၤကဒံးလြၢၤ ကပြၢၤစ ီၣ်ကံးအြၢၤလ အကစ ီၣ်ဒ ီၣ်ဝဲလြၢၤ. ဒံးကဒံးလြၢၤကပြၢၤ အြၢၤခ ျ့သဒံးလြၢၤ. 33 ဖသ ီၣ်လြၢၤသ ီၣ်ဧ ,
ယအ ီၣ်ဒံးဒံးသတ စ ီၣ်ဖဒံး, သကဃယြၢၤ, ဒံးဒီၣ်ယစံးဘ ီၣ်ပြၢၤယူဒြၢၤဖအသံး န ီၣ်, ခဲကန အ
ီၣ် ြၢၤယစံးဘ ီၣ်ကြၢၤသ,
တ ီၣ်လ ယလဲြၢၤအ လ ီၣ်န ီၣ်, သလဲြၢၤတသဘ ီၣ်. 34 ယဟ ီၣ်သလ တ ီၣ်မြၢၤလ ီၣ် အသတထ ီၣ်,
ဒီၣ်သံးသကအဲ ီၣ်လ ီၣ်ကလ သ
ီၣ် သံးသကံး သကံး, ဒီၣ်ယအဲ ီၣ်သအသံး, ဒီၣ်သံးသကအဲ ီၣ်လ က
ီၣ် လ ီၣ်
သသံးသကံးသကံးလြၢၤ. 35 လ တ ီၣ်အြၢၤ, လ သအဲ ီၣ်လ ီၣ် ကလ ီၣ်သသံးအဃဒံး,
ပြၢၤခဲလ ီၣ်ကသ ီၣ်ညါလ သမ ီၣ် ယပ ဲ ီၣ်ယဘ ီၣ်လြၢၤ.

Sermon
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Charles Tyrone

The Apostles' Creed
Officiant and People together, all standing.
I believe in God, the Father almighty,
creator of heaven and earth;
I believe in Jesus Christ, his only Son, our Lord.
He was conceived by the power of the Holy Spirit
and born of the Virgin Mary.
He suffered under Pontius Pilate,
was crucified, died, and was buried.
He descended to the dead.
On the third day he rose again.
He ascended into heaven,
and is seated at the right hand of the Father.
He will come again to judge the living and the dead.
I believe in the Holy Spirit,
the Holy catholic Church,
the communion of saints,
the forgiveness of sins
the resurrection of the body,
and the life everlasting. Amen.
Announcements & Offering
Anthem
“O Holy City, Seen of John” (Price)
The Prayers
The People stand or kneel.
Officiant
People
Officiant

The Lord be with you.
And also with you.
Let us pray.

Officiant and People
Our Father, who art in heaven,
hallowed be thy Name, thy kingdom come,
thy will be done, on earth as it is in heaven.
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Give us this day our daily bread.
And forgive us our trespasses,
as we forgive those who trespass against us.
And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil.
For thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory,
for ever and ever. Amen.

V.
R.
V.
R.
V.
R.
V.
R.
V.
R.
V.
R.
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Show us your mercy, O Lord;
And grant us your salvation.
Clothe your ministers with righteousness;
Let your people sing with joy.
Give peace, O Lord, in all the world;
For only in you can we live in safety.
Lord, keep this nation under your care;
And guide us in the way of justice and truth.
Let your way be known upon earth;
Your saving health among all nations.
Let not the needy, O Lord, be forgotten;
Nor the hope of the poor be taken away.

V.
R.

Create in us clean hearts, O God;
And sustain us with your Holy Spirit.

The Collects
The Collect of the Day

O Almighty God, whom truly to know is everlasting life: Grant us so perfectly
to know thy Son Jesus Christ to be the way, the truth, and the life, that we may
steadfastly follow his steps in the way that leadeth to eternal life; through the
same thy Son Jesus Christ our Lord, who liveth and reigneth with thee, in the
unity of the Holy Spirit, one God, for ever and ever. Amen.
A Collect for Sundays
O God, you make us glad with the weekly remembrance of the glorious resurrection of
your Son our Lord: Give us this day such blessing through our worship of you, that the
week to come may be spent in your favor; through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

A Collect for Peace
O God, the author of peace and lover of concord, to know you is eternal life and to serve
you is perfect freedom: Defend us, your humble servants, in all assaults of our enemies;
that we, surely trusting in your defense, may not fear the power of any adversaries;
through the might of Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
A Prayer for Mission
Lord Jesus Christ, you stretched out your arms of love on the hard wood of the cross that
everyone might come within the reach of your saving embrace: So clothe us in your
Spirit that we, reaching forth our hands in love, may bring those who do not know you to
the knowledge and love of you; for the honor of your Name. Amen.
Prayers of the People, Form IV

BCP 388

Let us pray for the Church and for the world.
Grant, Almighty God, that all who confess your Name may be united in your truth, live
together in your love, as we pray for the church, Let us pray for the ministries of this
church, and we pray you to reveal your glory in the world.
Silence
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Lord, in your mercy
Hear our prayer.
Guide the people of this land, and the people of all nations, in the ways of justice and
peace; that we may honor one another and serve the common good.
Silence
Lord, in your mercy
Hear our prayer.
Give us all a reverence for the earth as your own creation, that we may use its resources
rightly in the service of others and to your honor and glory.
Silence
Lord, in your mercy
Hear our prayer.
Bless all whose lives are closely linked with ours, and grant that we may serve Christ in
them, and love one another as he loves us
Silence
Lord, in your mercy
Hear our prayer.
Comfort and heal all those who suffer in body, mind or spirit and give them courage and
hope in their troubles, and bring them the joy of your salvation.
Silence
Lord, in your mercy
Hear our prayer.
We commend to your mercy all who have died, that your will for them may be fulfilled;
and we pray that we may share with all your saints in your eternal kingdom.
Silence
Lord, in your mercy
Hear our prayer.
Silence.
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Officiant
Almighty and eternal God, ruler of all things in heaven and earth: Mercifully accept the
prayers of your people, and strengthen us to do your will; through Jesus Christ our Lord.
Amen.
A Prayer for the Parish
Officiant and People
Almighty and ever living God, grant to the people of this parish, that we may see
your hand at work in all that happens in this congregation, and among your people,
and that we all may be thankful for the blessings that you have bestowed upon us.
Strengthen, we pray, our faith, our determination, and our resolve to do your will.
We also pray that in the days ahead you will send your Holy Spirit among the
people of our parish to guide our steps, so that we will achieve unity within your
Holy Church. These things we pray in the name of Jesus Christ our Lord, who with
You and the Holy Spirit, lives and reigns, one God, now and forever. Amen.

The General Thanksgiving
Please kneel as able.
Almighty God, Father of all mercies,
we your unworthy servants give you humble thanks for all your goodness and
loving-kindness
to us and to all whom you have made.
We bless you for our creation, preservation,
and all the blessings of this life;
but above all for your immeasurable love
in the redemption of the world by our Lord Jesus Christ; for the means of grace,
and for the hope of glory. And, we pray, give us such an awareness of your mercies,
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that with truly thankful hearts we may show forth your praise, not only with our
lips, but in our lives,
by giving up our selves to your service,
and by walking before you
in holiness and righteousness all our days;
through Jesus Christ our Lord,
to whom, with you and the Holy Spirit,
be honor and glory throughout all ages. Amen.
A Prayer of St. Chrysostom
Almighty God, you have given us grace at this time with one accord to make our
common supplication to you; and you have promised through your well-beloved Son that
when two or three are gathered together in his Name you will be in the midst of them:
Fulfill now, O Lord, our desires and petitions as may be best for us; granting us in this
world knowledge of your truth, and in the age to come life everlasting. Amen.
(Please stand)
Officiant
Alleluia, alleluia! Let us bless the Lord.
People
Thanks be to God. Alleluia, alleluia!
Recessional Hymn:

Hymnal #432
“O praise ye the lord”

Officiant
The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and the fellowship of the Holy
Spirit, be with us all evermore. Amen.
Postlude

Voluntary No. 2 (Arien Clarke)
All music reprinted under OneLicense.net #A-716321.
***********************

If you would like more information about All Saints’ or to be included on our mailing
list, please fill out a visitor card and place it in the collection plate. If you have any
questions, please call the church office at 479-968-3622 or visit us at
www.allsaintsrussellville.org.
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